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Anlan X7 mustache extractor
Anlan X7 will allow you to not only get rid of mustaches, but also tighten your pores and rejuvenate your skin. With 5 interchangeable
tips,  3  suction  modes  and 2  light  beams,  you can easily  adjust  the  device's  action  to  your  needs.  Equipped with  an  LED display,  this
product is easy to use, lightweight and portable.
 
Negative pressure for thorough cleaning
One of  the reasons behind the device's  effective performance is  its  technology that  uses negative pressure to  effectively  cleanse the
skin. Thanks to it, Anlan X7 eliminates blackheads, acne, dead skin cells and various types of impurities with impressive accuracy. So by
using this multifunctional product, you can enjoy a clean, smooth, dazzling complexion.
 
3 levels of suction
Adjust the suction power to your needs. Low level will work well for delicate skin. The medium level is perfect for removing clearly visible
blackheads - you can use it every day. Use the highest level for more difficult dirt and oily skin, such as around the nose.
 
Fantastic properties of red and blue rays
The device also uses the power of light to improve the condition of your skin. The blue ray narrows pores. This gives your complexion a
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smooth and healthy,  beautiful  appearance.  The red ray,  on the other  hand,  promotes skin  rejuvenation.  Take advantage of  the Anlan
mustache extractor and take care of your face.
 
Interchangeable tips for special tasks
In the set you will find up to 5 interchangeable tips. They are not only for massaging with red and blue light rays, but also for a number of
other uses. The oval tip helps smooth wrinkles and gives vitality to the skin. The round tip with added silicone removes dirt, grease or
cosmetic residues. And the large round tip effectively eliminates blackheads and impurities - use it especially on the T-zone.
 
Excellent design
The product is small and lightweight - you can easily fit it in your purse and take it anywhere you want. It's also extremely practical - its
filtering sponge can be washed and thus reused without worry. You can conveniently charge the device via USB cable with a charger,
powerbank or even your laptop. You will be informed about the status of the battery by a practical LED display, which also indicates the
current suction level, among other things.
 
Included
Whisker vacuum x1
USB cable x1
Interchangeable tips x5
Case x1
User manual x1
	Manufacturer	
	ANLAN
	Name	
	Blackhead remover
	Model	
	ALHTY03-01R
	Charging time	
	Approx. 3 h
	Input voltage	
	5V
	Operating voltage	
	3,7V
	Rated power	
	2,2W
	Battery capacity	
	500 mAh
	CE certificate	
	BST16127251A001-1SR-2

Preço:

€ 27.00

Saúde e beleza, Skincare equipment
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